PRESS RELEASE
SMALL AGAIN GETS SMALLER
World’s Smallest 75W Power Supply Series
launched by EOS Power sizes 2 x 3 x 1 inch
17th November 2015 - Mumbai, India
Just after the successful launch of the world’s smallest 120W-Power Supply last
month, EOS Power today announces the release of the (M)WLP75 series, yet
another “smallest of its class”- power supply. The new (M)WLP75 Series is packed in
a 2 x 3 x 1 inch (2,5 cm) profile, which makes the (M)WLP75 series the smallest
convection cooled 75 Watt AC/DC-Converter on the market today.
The (M)WLP75 Open Frame Series is the fourth and smallest addition to the EOS
low profile high efficiency (M)WLP-series of products - following upon the successful
releases of the 350W, 225W and 120W power supply ranges. The (M)WLP75 series
is available in medical and industrial versions and again is packed with market
leading specification, which include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Standby Power < 0.3 Watt
Efficiencies up to 93%
- 40 to 70 Degree Operation
2 x 3 x 1 (25mm) Inch Profile
150 g Lightweight
75 W Convection Rating
Dual Fusing
Class II Option available for medical fields of application
RoHS compliance

“The advantages of our low profile high power density power solutions is, they allow
our customers to shrink their applications without compromising on power or costs”,
explains Ralph Bischoff, Director of the German-Indian company EOS Power.
The (M)WLP75 series can be ordered from all global EOS distribution partners now.
Samples are available free of charge for registered business opportunities. Details
about the (M)WLP product family, further EOS products and the latest datasheets as
well as product and company certifications are available at www.eospower.com

About EOS Power
EOS Power is a leading designer, manufacturer and seller of high efficiency and small size Power
Supplies. It is a privately owned German company located in Mumbai, India, providing Power
Conversion Solutions, Manufacturing and Value Added Services to Distribution and OEM customers
globally. EOS products power demanding applications in the medical, computing, networking and
industrial market segments, like medical centrifuges, ultra-small security antennas, dialysis
equipment, smart electricity grid technology, CT Scanners and innovative LED lightning systems.
EOS Power employs 500 employees worldwide with principal offices in Mumbai, India and sales and
support offices on each continent. For more information on how to order samples, applications or
technical specifications, visit the EOS Power website www.eospower.com or E-mail EOS Power at
sales@eospower.com.

